
AN ANALYSIS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATIONS IN THE

WORKPLACE

importance of communication for the effectiveness of organizations and the wellbeing and Communication Network
Analysis work we have distilled the main essence of what staff value most in terms of communication.

Managers must communicate with their team members to understand and address their grievances and
problems. How we communicate is dependent on the context of the situation too. Dealing With Problems Bad
communication causes all sorts of problems. The best companies don't wait until disaster strikes to start
communicating. If the staff are talking with each other on the job, that's a major step towards building a good
team. Your body posture, hand gestures and eye contact all express a meaning, often saying much more than
the words you speak. Managers must communicate amongst themselves to reach to ideas which would not
only benefit their teams but also the organization on the whole. Visual communication is delivered and
received via charts, maps, images and graphs. Non-verbal communication Body language needs to be in line
with the verbal content. Communication serves as a foundation for planning. One needs to interact with all the
related employees to assign targets for team members and also set goals for the organization. If workers
understand their duties and responsibilities, everything flows more smoothly. Tim and Jack both worked with
an organization of repute. Queries should be resolved at the initial stages only to avoid critical problems later
on. It takes communication to work on a team, and even people working alone have to report to their bosses. It
is important not only to communicate but effectively communicate. Conclusion The ability to communicate
effectively with clients, colleagues and managers is essential, whatever sector you work in. Increases
Employee Satisfaction Effective communication fosters pleasant relationships in your workplace, which
promotes a positive business environment. It helps your employees know what is expected of them. TL;DR
Too Long; Didn't Read Improve your workplace communication, and you should see benefits to productivity,
engagement, employee satisfaction and the bottom line. Good communication builds teams and increases
employee loyalty. Policies that clearly spell out how the company applies rewards and penalties can clear
things up. Methods of communication Verbal communication is delivered and received face to face, by phone,
radio, computer, television and other media. Communication is a source of information to the organizational
members for decision-making process as it helps identifying and assessing alternative course of actions. In this
way, the payoff for your investment in employees is greater.


